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Immiscibility of large and small symmetric diblock copolymers
M. W. Matsen
Department of Chemical Engineering and Materials Science, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
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~Received 27 April 1995; accepted 16 June 1995!

We examine binary mixtures of large and small symmetric AB diblock copolymers usi
self-consistent field theory. In accord with experiment, we find that when the ratio of th
polymerization indexes exceeds about 1:5, they become immiscible producing a coexist
between long- and short-period lamellar phases. As in experiment, the short-period phase con
few large diblocks, but the long-period one contains a substantial volume fraction of sm
diblocks. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.
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One of the most straightforward and commercially v
able approaches of producing new materials and tailor
their characteristics is achieved by blending different atom
and/or molecular species to form a single homogeneous
terial. By varying the composition of the blend, it is possib
to control the properties of the material, such as its streng
weight, flexibility, and durability. Not only does blending
often produce superior materials, it is also a very econom
process. The materials that result from it, such as meta
alloys and various plastics, are components in many of
commercial products that we encounter in everyday life.
commercial uses develop for block copolymer materials, i
inevitable that blending will become increasingly importa
in controlling their properties.

A particularly relevant issue when producing a blend
the miscibility of its components. For metals1 and plastics,2

there exists a rather thorough understanding of what cau
the components to become immiscible and phase separat
present, little is known regarding the conditions that lead
macrophase separation in block copolymer blends. The n
for such an understanding is clear, and, accordingly,
study of copolymer blends has seen a rapid growth in the
couple of years. Most of this work has focused on binaryAB
diblock copolymer melts. One of the more intriguing resu
emerging from this work is that diblocks of similar compo
sition but dissimilar molecular weights phase separate. T
result has been demonstrated for both lamella-form
diblocks3 and sphere-forming ones.4 Theoretical work5,6 has
so far failed to explain this phenomenon, suggesting tha
may occur due to a nonequilibrium effect.

In this Letter, we use self-consistent field theory~SCFT!7

to examine the miscibility of two lamella-formingAB
diblock copolymers with different polymerization indexe
The small and large diblocks are composed ofNs and Nl

segments, respectively. Both species are symmetric w
equal numbers ofA andB segments. We define theA andB
segments to have equal volumes, 1/r0, and we assume tha
they have equal segment lengths,a. The immiscibility be-
tweenA and B segments is controlled through the Flory
Huggins parameter,x. The application of the SCFT to a
diblock/homopolymer blend is described in Ref. 8 and
easily generalized to the present binary diblock system.

Previous work5,6 on symmetric diblock blends used th
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strong-segregation theory~SST!,9 which is the zero-
temperature limit of the SCFT. According to the SST, the
blends are completely miscible and always produce a sin
lamellar phase. The Helmholtz free energy,F, of this phase is
given by

NlF

kBTr0V
5

p2D2

32a2Nl

a1~12a!ql
3

@a1~12a!ql #
3 1

2aNl

D S x

6D 1/2, ~1!

where a [ Ns/Nl , ql is the number fraction of the large
diblocks, andD is the lamellar spacing. The first term in Eq
~1! results from the entropic stretching energy of th
copolymers,10–12and the second term is due to the interfaci
tension betweenA- andB-rich domains.5 Minimizing F with
respect toD gives the equilibrium spacing,

D

aNl
1/252S 8xNl

3p4 D 1/6 a1~12a!ql
@a1~12a!ql

3#1/3
. ~2!

Substituting this back into Eq.~1! gives

NlF

kBTr0V
5
3

4 S p2xNl

3 D 1/3@a1~12a!ql
3#1/3

a1~12a!ql
. ~3!

If one plotsF in terms of the volume fraction of the short
diblock,fs, using the relation

ql5a~12fs!/@fs1a~12fs!#, ~4!

one finds that its curvature is strictly positive~i.e.,
d2F/dfs

2 . 0) for all values ofa. This implies that large
and small diblocks will never phase separate,13 contrary to
experiment.

As we demonstrate below, this disagreement is a con
quence of the SST, which assumes that the copolymers h
their junctions located on infinitely narrow interfaces wit
their blocks extending outward along straight paths. Wh
we examine this system using SCFT, which allows a fini
width in the distribution of junctions and fluctuations in th
trajectories of copolymers, macrophase separation does
cur in excellent agreement with experiment. Below, w
present the phase behavior of the SCFT in terms of the th
coordinates,x Nl , a [ Ns /Nl , andfs. In order to visualize
the phase diagram, we present various two-dimensio
slices through it.
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To begin, we show slices through the phase diagram
Fig. 1 withx Nl held fixed at 80 and 200. Whena is close to
one, the large and small diblocks are completely misci
and form a single lamellar~L! phase. However, ata ; 0.2,
critical points are encountered below which the melt sep
rates into two coexisting lamellar~L1L! phases, a long-
period one rich in large copolymers and a short-period one
mostly small copolymers. Asa decreases, the short-perio
lamellar phase disorders via a continuous second-order t
sition atx Nla ' 10.495 producing a L1DIS coexistence re-
gion. Asa is reduced further, the entropy of mixing caus
the L1DIS region to diminish eventually producing a tric
ritical point and then a continuous transition separating th
and DIS phases. Fora ' 0, entropy of mixing tends to dis-
tribute the small copolymers uniformly throughout the me
Thus, the ‘‘dilution’’ approximation14 becomes valid, and,
therefore, the continuous transition is located
x Nl~12fs!'10.495. In reality, fluctuations will cause th
continuous transitions to become first-order producing sm
biphasic windows14 like the one reported in Ref. 15.

In Fig. 2 are slices through the phase diagram witha
fixed at 0.10 and 0.04. At largex Nl , the melt can separate
into coexisting lamellar~L1L! phases. Consistent with ex
perimental observations,3 the long-period lamellar phase
contains typically 15% to 35% small diblocks by volum

FIG. 1. Slices through the phase diagram at constantxNl plot in terms of
a [ Ns /Nl and the volume fraction of small diblocks,fs . Dots denote
critical points below which the lamellar~L! phase separates into two coex
isting lamellar~L1L! phases. The L1DIS coexistence region occurs whe
the short-period L phase disorders. Binodals and continuous transitions
denoted with solid and dashed lines, respectively.
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whereas very few large copolymers are found in the sho
period phase. Fora50.04, the short-period phase is so pu
that its region of stability is not visible on the scale of Fig
2~b!. As x Nl increases, the long-period phase is able to so
bilize more of the short copolymers, thus, reducing the s
of the L1L region. Eventually, this region must disappear
accordance with the prediction of the SST. However, we fi
thatx Nl must become extremely large, probably on the ord
of 104, before this occurs. Approaching the weak-segregat
limit, the short-period lamellar phase disorders
x Nla'10.495 resulting in the L1DIS region. Asx Nl de-
creases further, entropy of mixing again causes the L1DIS
region to shrink producing a triple point followed by a criti
cal line that terminates atx Nl510.495 andfs50.

Although the SST is not sufficient to produce the regio
of negative curvature in the free energy that lead to ma
rophase separation, it does predict the lamellar spacingD,
reasonably well. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3. There
plot D vs fs for xNl5200 ata50.25 and 0.10. The SCFT
results are shown with solid lines. Fora50.10, a two-phase
region occurs forfs50.286 to 0.990 in which two lamellar
phases coexist with periodsD/aNl

1/251.437 and 0.526. In
this region, we have plotted the period of the single me
stable phase with a dotted line. The dashed lines in Fig
show the results using SST@i.e., Eq.~2!#. The SST does well
considering that for the small diblocksxNs is only 50 and 20
when a50.25 and 0.10, respectively. Despite the slig

are

FIG. 2. Slices through the phase diagram similar to those in Fig. 1, but
constanta.
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3270 Letters to the Editor
flaw12 in Ref. 5, the period they obtained using SST behav
similarly to Eq.~2!, and their conclusion still holds that th
SST produces an improved functional form for the lamel
spacing overD;x1/6Nn

2/3 suggested by Ref. 16, wher
Nn5Nl(a1(12a)ql) is the number-averaged polymeriza
tion.

In Fig. 4, we show profiles of theA-monomer density,
fA~z!, for the two coexisting lamellar phases atxNl5200 and
a50.10. The short-period phase in Fig. 4~a!, contains just
1.0% large diblocks by volume. Their contribution tofA~z! is
greatest in the middle of theA-rich lamellae but even there
the contribution is only 0.015. For the long-period phase
Fig. 4~b!, there is a significant contribution tofA~z! due to
the small copolymers. We show it using a dashed line.
found previously by both SCFT17 and experimental
measurements,18 the shortA blocks are preferentially located
near the interfaces. The dotted line shows the prediction
the SST6,10 demonstrating that it inaccurately predicts th
monomer profiles even at this high degree of segregat
When we increasedxNl by an order of magnitude, we find
the SST is still inaccurate in this regard.

In summary, we have theoretically predicted the pha
separation observed in blends of symmetricABdiblocks. The
details of our calculation agree well with the available e
perimental results.3 Small and large diblocks are completel
miscible if the ratio of their molecular weights is no great
than about 1:5. As this ratio is exceeded, the blend can ph
separate into two distinct lamellar~L1L! phases or coexist-
ing lamellar and disordered~L1DIS! phases. We find asym
metric solubility of the minority species, i.e., typically th
small-copolymer-rich phase is nearly pure whereas the lar
copolymer-rich phase contains a substantial amount of sm
diblocks. In this latter case, we find that the small dibloc
are preferentially located near the interfaces as fou
experimentally.18 Although, we find the SST poorly approxi
mates the free energy and the monomer distributions of
SCFT, it does provide a good analytic expression for t
lamellar spacing, Eq.~2!, which should prove to be more
accurate than the empirical one proposed by Ref. 16.
though, the behavior described here is for two lamel

FIG. 3. Lamellar spacing,D, vs the volume fraction of small copolymers
fs , plotted for xNl5200 anda50.25 and 0.10. Results using SCFT an
SST are shown with solid and dashed lines, respectively. A dotted lin
used in the region were SCFT predicts macrophase separation.
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forming diblocks, we expect analogous behavior for oth
diblock pairs having equalA-monomer fractions but different
molecular weights as experiments4 have already indicated.

We thank F. S. Bates for helpful discussions. This wo
has been supported by NSF through a grant~Grant No. DMR
94-05101! to F. S. Bates and by the University of Minnesot
Supercomputer Institute.
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